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QUESTION 1

In order to enable the IBM Sametime Web Client to be used with IBM iNotes 9.0, which directory option must be used
by the Sametime Community Server? 

A. IBM Domino LDAP 

B. Integrated Repositories 

C. IBMWebSphere LDAP 

D. Secret Tokens Database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How would enabling "Mark new contacts as private by default" affect users? 

A. Users would not be able to send Contacts as vCards to other users. 

B. Contacts would automatically be hidden from the default contacts viewin the local address book. 

C. Users would be prevented from adding contacts as public as they would not be able to override the policy setting. 

D. Users would have to manually remove the \\'Mark private\\'option when creating new contacts if they wanted to
delegate access to those contacts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes the results of enabling "Do not allow users to set return receipts" Mail policy setting? 

A. It controls the default behavior of whether or not a return receipt would be requested for incoming messages. 

B. For incoming messages requesting a return receipt, it prevents the sending of the return receipt without notifying the
user. 

C. It disables return receipt settings for both Notes and iNotes users so that they are not able to manually request a
return receipt on outgoing messages. 

D. It disables return receipt settings for IBM Notes client users only. IBM iNotes users will still be able to manually
request a return receipt for outgoing messages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Mary is creating a Program document to run the new Database Maintenance Tool (dbmt) and has specified to run the
tool "At server startup only". What command line option(s) must Mary specify inorder to perform compact operations
only between the hours of 2:00 AM and 5:00 AM? 

A. -starttime 2:00AM -stoptime 5:00AM 

B. -force 2:00AM 5:00AM 

C. -range 2:00AM 5:00AM 

D. -timeLimit 2:00AM 5:00AM 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Where does the IBM Domino 9.0 Social Edition OpenSocial component store the credential store application
(credstore.nsf)? 

A. IBM Domino LDAP server 

B. Domino serverrunning ID vault 

C. Domino server running Shindig 

D. Domino server with SSL certificates installed on its keyring file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

In the Fault Reports database, a fault report is in the Possible Problem (possibly actionable) category of the View By
Disposition view. What is the description of this category? 

A. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to match their crash stacks against previouslyreported
crashes. 

B. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to investigate the problem, but are not likely to result in
action that the administrator should take. 

C. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information toinvestigate the problem, however IBM recommends to
collect new data for further investigation. 

D. The fault reports in this category do not contain sufficient information to investigate the problem. However, IBM is
constantly improving its data collectiontechniques, and fault reports on similar crashes in the future will be likely to
contain more necessary information. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7
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Bob, an IBM Notes administrator, needs to show his users how to send a teamroomcalendar to other users. How can
Bob accomplish this? 

A. Bob should demonstrate the Add Calendar Action to the colleague. 

B. Bob should demonstrate how to add the colleague to the Approved Users group for that Calendar. 

C. Bob should demonstrate the "Forward overlaid teamroom calendar as email" functionality to send the calendar as an
email. 

D. Bob should demonstrate how to add the colleague to the teamroom ACL. The user would then be prompted to add
the calendar to their client. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What must Jim do to enable the use of Transport Layer Security (TLS)? 

A. Jim must install an IBM HTTP Server (IHS). 

B. Jim must install a server keyring of 2048-bits or higher. 

C. Jim must enable TLS in the Configuration Settings document. 

D. Jim must utilize an X.509 certificate from a supported Certificate Authorities. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

John wants to enable new Inbox features in the IBM Notes client for his users. What feature will be available to his users
when John completes the upgrade to IBM Notes and Domino 9.0? 

A. Users will be able to group messages by date in the Inbox. 

B. Users will see a Mail Recall button for email sent to the Internet. 

C. Users will see a new Social Client toolbar for access to public Social networking sites. 

D. Users will not see any new features until they enable Notes 9.0 Inbox features in their client preferences. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Karenwants to run the IBM Notes Browser Plug-in with Microsoft Internet Explorer. Which browser option must Karen
set to have the plug-in work properly? 

A. On the Security tab, uncheck "Enable Protected Mode". 
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B. On the Advanced tab, check "Enable automatic crash recovery". 

C. For Tabbed Browser Settings, check "Warn me when closing multiple tabs". 

D. For Tabbed Browser Settings, uncheck "Always switch to new tabs when they are created". 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An IBM HTTP server is configured to run on the same machine as an IBM Domino server. What changes were made to
Domino HTTP as a result? 

A. No changes are made to the Domino HTTP. 

B. The setting disables the HTTPS port 443 only. 

C. Domino HTTP now runson ports 81 and 444. 

D. The setting disables the usual ports configured in the Domino Directory (these are most often HTTP port 80 and the
HTTPS port 443). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Bill\\'s users are complaining they want to have certain calendar entries more prominent in the calendar view. How can
Bill\\'s users customize calendar entries to make certain entries more visible? 

A. The user can assign a calendar entry to Important Meeting view. 

B. The user can utilize the Add Highlight Color action from the Calendar Action bar. 

C. The user can choose to add the importance flag to a calendar entry upon creation. 

D. The user can use the "Color-code calendar entries by category" feature to highlight select calendar entries. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

In order to enable automatic updates for widgets, which must Adrian enable on his IBM Domino server? 

A. Open Authorization (OAuth) 

B. OSGi Tasklet Server (DOTs) 

C. Domino Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (DIIOP) 

D. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Tracy is concerned about leaving her users\\' IBMiNotes 9.0 client data vulnerable to malware or security exploits. What
is one feature she can enable to help protect her environment? 

A. Locked Domains 

B. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 

C. Integration with IBM Docs and IBM Connections files 

D. IBM Domino Social Edition 9.0 OpenSocial component 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Ralph does not want IBM Notesusers in his organization to be able to make changes to return receipt settings. He
decided to check the "Do not allow users to set return receipt" option in the Mail Settings document and apply policy to
the user. What else must Ralph do in order to ensure users are not able to make changes to return receipt settings? 

A. Set Notes_WA_SendReturnReceipt=0 in the IBM Domino server notes.ini. 

B. In the Mail Settings document, un-check the "Enable return receipt on outgoing email" option. 

C. Nothing else needs to be done to ensure users are not able to make changes to return receipt settings. 

D. On the Preferences - Mail tab of the Desktop Settings document, disable the "Send Return Receipt" option. 

Correct Answer: C 
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